The Superpowers and the Middle East
land and doomed to hunger, suffering and poverty. All these years these
people have lived like exiles, deprived of their motherland and means of
subsistence. The acute problem of the Palestine refugees, which resulted
from the policies of Israel, remains unsettled to this day, and tends cons-
tantly to aggravate tension in that area.
The same occurred in 1956, when Israel took part in the aggression
against Egypt At that time its troops invaded Egyptian territory as they
have done now. At that time, too, Israel tried to retain the areas it had
seized, but had to retreat beyond the armistice line under the powerful
pressure brought to bear on it by the United Nations Organisation, by
the majority of its members.
The members of the United Nations Organisation are well aware that
throughout the years that followed, Israel has been committing acts of
aggression against the United Arab Republic, Syria and Jordan. There
has been no other issue about which it has been necessary to convene the
Security Council so often, as that of conflicts between Israel and the Arab
states.
As we can see, the aggressive war unleashed today by Israel against
the Arab countries is a direct continuation of policies which the ruling
extremist circles have imposed on their country throughout the entire
existence of the Israeli state. It is against this aggressive policy that the
Soviet Union has acted firmly and consistently, along with the other so-
cialist and all peaceloving states. It is the duty of the United Nations
Organisation to force Israel to submit to the demands of the nations. It
UNO fails to do this, it will be failing to fulfil its highest duty, in the
name of which it was created, and faith in the Organisation will be under-
mined.
Israel can establish its place among the nations of the world only by
taking the path of peace, by abandoning its aggressive policies towards its
neighbors.
We would not be consistent or fair in appraising Israel's policy, if we
did not say with complete certainty, that, in its actions, Israel enjoys sup-
port from certain imperialist circles outside the country. More than that,
these iirffriepiial circles have made statements and indulged in practical
activities which the extremists in Israel could interpret only in one way—
as a direct encouragement to commit acts of aggression.
How else, for example, can we estimate the fact that on the eve of the
Isradi aggression, a pian was being hurriedly worked out in the U.S.A.
and Great Britain—and which 'was widely reported in the press—on est-
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